The applicability of tunnel-to-surface electrical resistance tomography (ERT) measurements for imaging subsurface targets is studied in this work. Various issues of this special arrangement are discussed and explored by means of synthetic, simulation tank and real data examples. In particular different electrode arrays including experimentally chooses optimum ones are examined and compared for various targets. Further, the significance of the tunnel effect as well as the accuracy of the electrode positioning in relation to the measured arrays is examined. Ways for taking tunnel effect as well as electrode positioning errors into account while selecting optimum electrode arrays are proposed.
Introduction
ERT measurements are routinely being used in order to map the subsurface. Initial limitations of surface electrode arrays regarding the resolution with depth were overcome by introducing electrodes in boreholes. Among existing electrode arrangements one special case is when electrodes are used in tunnels. Actually installing electrodes in tunnels is an easy way to obtain information of increased sensitivity by taking advantage of the proximity of the tunnel to the prospected targets. Application of electrodes in tunnels has been proposed in geotechnical investigation (e.g. Danielsen and Dahlin, 2010) , as well as in the case of intunnel mining prospection (e.g. van Schoor and Binley, 2010) . The present study deals with the case of ERT measurements obtained in a combined mode using electrodes both on surface and in tunnel. Such an arrangement is expected to provide an increased imaging resolution for the area in-between the tunnel and surface and can be used for geological, geotechnical and mining applications. Only limited application of such a measuring mode has been reported in literature describing surface-to-tunnel application for very deep mining (Sasaki and Matsuo, 1993) . Although this arrangement shares many similarities with the cross-hole ERT mode the major difference has to do with the fact that measurements associated with surface electrodes exhibit different sensitivities compared to measurements involving tunnel electrodes. Further, the tunnel itself may be a source of significant noise for the measurements. Other issues that need to be investigated have to do with the sensitivity of the results in relation to the accuracy of the electrode positioning which may be problematic for the case of surface-to-tunnel measurements.
Modelling and Inversion -Testing different measurement arrays
An existing 2.5D modeling/inversion algorithm has been modified in order to accommodate the tunnel-to-surface measuring mode. The scheme is being based on a finite element forward solver while inversion is performed via an iterative smoothness constrained scheme. The forward solver, given the coordinates of the electrodes, generates an appropriate mesh (Fig 1) so that the forward and inverse calculations can take place. We considered several different array types commonly used in cross-hole ERT measurements in order to perform the synthetic tests. These arrays are the: (see Fig1): bipole-bipole ('bb', 4 electrodes A, B for current and M, N for potential), pole-dipole ('pd', A and M, N), and poletripole ('pt', A, B, M, N) configurations. Further, we considered combinations of the above. Not that the dipole-dipole array (AB-MN) was not considered at this stage due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio although this type of arrays maybe an option in the case of large distances between surface and tunnel. In such cases the separation of the transmitter and the receiver units are practically imperative. The total amount of measurements at each array protocol is filtered on the basis of the geometrical factor, since it is been verified that measurements with high geometrical factors can lead to extremely variable apparent resistivity values. Thus the measurements for each protocol for which the geometrical factor is larger than |500| are excluded (-500<K<500). Note that this threshold was used for the tested models and arrays but since it is effectively dependent on the field conditions (level of signal, current intensity etc) this threshold value is not fixed and needs to be reconsidered for every field case. The arrays were tested using several synthetic models in order to test the validity of the procedure (measurement mode, software, array protocol). An inverted model is presented in figure 2 using protocols bb, pd, pt and bb+pd+pt. Initial models is a rectangular target with resistivity of 100 ohm, embedded in a half-space of 10 ohm which overlies above a tunnel. The apparent resistivity values of 24 equally spaced electrodes (12 on surface and 12 in tunnel) with spacing a=8m were calculated using all tested protocols. Random noise of 5% was applied to synthetic data. As it is seen from the inverted results, the combined protocol produces optimum results however it uses more measurements than the other protocols. Additionally, optimum electrode configurations are been produced taking into account the Jacobian Matrix (Athanasiou et al., 2009 ). This empirical scheme selects for each parameter independent measurements which exhibit the highest Jacobian matrix entries. In this way a protocol of "optimum" measurements can be formulated for a specific set of electrodes and parameters. As it seen from the inverse results (Fig 3) , although the optimum protocol for the case of pole-tripole array uses only 398 measurements (normal protocol uses 2228), it practically produces identical results with the original protocol and this was systematic in all tested array and models. 
Tunnel Effect
The tunnel effect which can be a significant source of noise for the tunnel-to-surface ERT measurements. Modeling of the tunnel effect has been carried out using a fully 3D forward model (Kim and Yi, 2010) . Generally, the forward results show that the bigger the tunnel diameter in relation to the electrode spacing the larger the tunnel effect. This can be clearly seen in the case of the models of Fig.4 . The model consists of a tunnel having an increasing diameter (0.25a-1.25a) while electrode spacing is a=1. The ability to model the tunnel effect can be used in two ways in order to compensate for it in the inversion procedure. One simple way is to calculate the % error that the tunnel effect is introducing into the apparent resistivity measurements for homogeneous ground and then correct actual measurements accordingly. Alternatively the % error introduced by the tunnel can be used in order to reject form data set the measurements that are highly affected by it. An example of the latter approach is showed in the example of Figure 5 . The % error calculated for the tunnel of Fig5 (top left) is used to calculate the % error introduced compared to homogeneous earth (see Fig 5 top right) . Setting the value of 10% error as the threshold for rejecting measurements with high tunnel effect values and then inverting data obtained under the presence of a highly resistive body (Fig5, top left) the inverted images (Fig 5, bottom right) is very similar to the one obtained without the presence of the tunnels (Fig 5, bottom left) using the pole-dipole array protocol. 
Effect of electrode displacement
In order to further examine the surface-to-tunnel measuring mode all of the above modeling scenarios were also realized in a simulation tank prior to field applications (figure 6). One particular scenario that was examined was the case of electrode displacement between the surface and tunnel electrodes, considering that this type of positioning errors could be common during real field application. These types of errors have been studied for cross-hole data (Wilkinson et al., 2008) and can lead to significant interpretation artifacts. To compensate for such errors we filtered the data set by rejecting erroneous data due to the array's displacement based on the parameter σ/Κ (σ=estimate of the error in K, K= geometrical factor) suggested by (Wilkinson et al., 2008 ). An indicative threshold is applied with limits 0 <σ/Κ< 5, although in some cases the threshold has defined between 0 and 100. In figure 6 (right) the inversion results are depicted, where it can be seen that the application of the displacement error filter σ/Κ to data which suffered from displacement error improved the inversion results.
Figure 6 (left) The simulation tank used for the tests, (right) A comparison is shown between the raw data and the data where the filter σ/Κ is been applied, correcting the array's displacement.

Conclusions
The effectiveness of the approach using parallel electrode array is demonstrated using several modeling scenarios. Optimum measuring strategies were examined and in this framework several of electrode arrays or combinations of them were tested. The survey acquisition time reduces when optimum measurements based on the Jacobian matrix are been used producing systematically equally good or even better results compared to other tested arrays. Further, ways for incorporating the tunnel effect into selecting optimum measurements were tested and verified. Similarly data filtered in case of the array displacement is considered. Overall the above approach forms a proposed procedure for selecting, situation based, optimum measurement protocols for performing tunnel-to-surface electrode measurements.
